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High-Speed Application Protocol Parsing and
Extraction for Deep Flow Inspection
Alex X. Liu, Chad R. Meiners, Eric Norige, and Eric Torng

Abstract—In this paper, we propose FlowSifter, a framework for
automated online application protocol field extraction. FlowSifter
is based on a new grammar model called Counting Regular Grammars (CRG) and a corresponding automata model called Counting
Automata (CA). The CRG and CA models add counters with
update functions and transition guards to regular grammars and
finite state automata. These additions give CRGs and CAs the
ability to parse and extract fields from context sensitive application protocols. These additions also facilitate fast and stackless
approximate parsing of recursive structures. These new grammar models enable FlowSifter to generate optimized Layer 7
field extractors from simple extraction specifications. We compare
FlowSifter against both BinPAC and UltraPAC, which represent
the state-of-the-art field extractors. Our experiments show that
when compared to BinPAC parsers, FlowSifter runs more than
21 times faster and uses 49 times less memory. When compared to
UltraPAC parsers, FlowSifter extractors run 12 times faster and
use 24 times less memory.
Index Terms—Deep flow inspection, L7 field extraction, contentaware policy control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation

C

ONTENT inspection is the core of a variety of network security and management devices and services
such as Network Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems
(NIDS/NIPS), load balancing, and traffic shaping. Currently,
content inspection is typically achieved by Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), where packet payload is simply treated as a string
of bytes and is matched against content policies specified as
a set of regular expressions. However, such regular expression
based content policies, which do not take content semantics into
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consideration, can no longer meet the increasing complexity of
network security and management.
Semantic-aware content policies, which are specified over
application protocols fields, i.e., Layer 7 (L7) fields, have
been increasingly used in network security and management
devices and services. For example, a load balancing device
would like to extract method names and parameter fields
from flows (carrying SOAP [1] and XML-RPC [2] traffic
for example) to determine the best way to route traffic. A
network web traffic analysis tool would extract message
length and content type fields from HTTP header fields to
gain information about current web traffic patterns. Another
example application that demonstrates the need for and the
power of semantic-aware content policies is vulnerabilitybased signature checking for detecting polymorphic worms
in NIDS/NIPS. Traditionally, NIDS/NIPS use exploit-based
signatures, which are typically specified as regular expressions.
The major weakness of an exploit-based signature is that
it only recognizes a specific implementation of an exploit.
For example, the following exploit-based signature for
Code Red, urlcontent:“ida?NNNNNNNNNNNN. . . ”, where
the long string of N s is used to trigger a buffer overflow
vulnerability, fails to detect Code Red variant II where each
N is replaced by an X. Given the limitations of exploit-based
signatures and the rapidly increasing number of polymorphic
worms, vulnerability-based signatures have emerged as effective tools for detecting zero-day polymorphic worms [3]–[6].
As a vulnerability-based signature is independent of any
specific implementation, it is hard to evade even for
polymorphic worms. Here is an example vulnerability-based
signature for Code Red worms as specified in Shield [3]: c =
M AT CH_ST R_LEN ( P _Get_Request.U RI, “id[aq]\?
(.∗ )$", limit); IF (c > limit) # Exploit!. The key feature
of this signature is its extraction of the string beginning with
“ida?” or “idq?”. By extracting this string and then measuring
its length, this signature is able to detect any variant of the
Code Red polymorphic worm. A further use of field extraction
is to detect malformed SIP messages [7], [8].
We call the process of inspecting flow content based on
semantic-aware content policies Deep Flow Inspection (DFI).
DFI is the foundation and enabler of a wide variety of current
and future network security and management services such as
vulnerability-based malware filtering, application-aware load
balancing, network measurement, and content-aware caching
and routing. The core technology of DFI is L7 field extraction,
the process of extracting the values of desired application
(Layer 7) protocol fields.
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B. Problem Statement
In this paper, we aim to develop a high-speed online L7
field extraction framework, which will serve as the core of next
generation semantic aware network security and management
devices. Such a framework needs to satisfy the following six
requirements. First, it needs to parse at high-speed. Second, it
needs to use a small amount of memory per flow so that the
framework can run in SRAM; otherwise, it will be running in
DRAM, which is hundreds of times slower than SRAM.
Third, such a framework needs to be automated; that is, it
should have a tool that takes as input an extraction specification
and automatically generates an extractor. Hand-coded extractors are not acceptable because each time when application
protocols or fields change, they need to be manually written
or modified, which is slow and error prone.
Fourth, because of time and space constraints, any such
framework must perform selective parsing, i.e., parsing only
relevant protocol fields that are needed for extracting the specified fields, instead of full parsing, i.e., parsing the values of
every field. Full protocol parsing is too slow and is unnecessary
for many applications such as vulnerability-based signature
checking because many protocol fields may not be referenced
in given vulnerability signatures [5]. Selective parsing that
skips irrelevant data leads to faster parsing with less memory.
To avoid full protocol parsing and improve parsing efficiency,
we want to dramatically simplify parsing grammars based on
extraction specification. We are not aware of existing compiler
theory that addresses this issue.
Fifth, again because of time and space constraints, any such
framework must support approximate protocol parsing where
the actual parser does not parse the input exactly as specified
by the grammar. While precise parsing, where a parser parses
input exactly as specified by the grammar, is desirable and
possibly feasible for end hosts, it is not practical for high-speed
network based security and management devices. First, precise
parsing for recursive grammars is time consuming and memory
intensive; therefore, it is not suitable for NIDS/NIPS due to
performance demand and resource constraints. Second, precise
parsers are vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks as
attackers can easily craft an arbitrarily deep recursive structure
in their messages and exhaust the memory used by the parser.
However, it is technically challenging to perform approximate
protocol parsing. Again, since most existing compiler applications run on end hosts, we are not aware of existing compiler
theory that addresses this issue.
At last, any such framework must be able to parse application
protocols with field length descriptors, which are fields that
specify the length of another field. An example field length
descriptor is the HTTP Content-Length header field, which
gives the length of the HTTP body. Field length descriptors
cannot be described with CFG [9], [10], which means that
CFGs are not expressive enough for such framework.

C. Limitations of Prior Art
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing online
L7 field extraction framework that is both automated, selective

Fig. 1. FlowSifter architecture.

and approximate. The only automated and selective solution is
Zebu [11], but it is not approximate. Furthermore, prior work
on approximate protocol parsing is too inaccurate. To reduce
memory usage, Moscola et al. proposed ignoring the recursive
structures in a grammar [12]–[14]. This crude approximate
parsing is not sufficient because recursive structures often must
be partially parsed to extract the desired information; for example, the second field in a function call.
D. Proposed Approach
To address the above limitations of prior work on application
protocol parsing and extraction, in this paper, we propose
FlowSifter, an L7 field extraction framework that is automated,
selective, and approximate. The architecture of FlowSifter is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The input to FlowSifter is an extraction
specification that specifies the relevant protocol fields that we
want to extract values. FlowSifter adopts a new grammar model
called Counting Regular Grammars (CRGs) for describing both
the grammatical structures of messages carried by application
protocols and the message fields that we want FlowSifter to
extract. To our best knowledge, CRG is the first protocol
grammar model that facilitates the automatic optimization of
extraction grammars based on their corresponding protocol
grammars. The extraction specification can be a partial specification that uses a corresponding complete protocol grammar
from FlowSifter’s built-in library of protocol grammars to
complete its specification. Changing the field extractor only
requires changing the extraction specification, which makes
FlowSifter highly flexible and configurable. FlowSifter has
three modules: a grammar optimizer, an automata generator,
and a field extractor. The grammar optimizer module takes the
extraction specification and the corresponding protocol grammar as its input and outputs an optimized extraction grammar,
by which FlowSifter selectively parses only relevant fields bypassing irrelevant fields. The automata generator module takes
the optimized extraction grammar as its input and outputs the
corresponding counting automaton. The field extractor module
applies the counting automaton to extract relevant fields from
flows.
FlowSifter achieves low memory consumption by stackless
approximate parsing. Processing millions of concurrent flows
makes stacks an unaffordable luxury and a vulnerability for
DoS attacks. For some application protocols such as XMLRPC [2], an attacker may craft its flow so that the stack used
by the parser go infinitely deep until memory is exhausted. To
achieve a controlled tradeoff between memory usage and parsing accuracy, we use a formal automata theory model, counting automata (CA), to support approximate protocol parsing.
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CAs facilitate stackless parsing by using counters to maintain
parsing state information. Controlling memory size allocated to
counters gives us a simple way of balancing between memory
usage and parsing accuracy. With this solid theoretical underpinning, FlowSifter achieves approximate protocol parsing with
well-defined error bounds.
FlowSifter can be implemented in both software and hardware. For hardware implementation, FlowSifter can be implemented in both ASIC and Ternary Content Addressable
Memory (TCAM). For ASIC implementation, FlowSifter uses
a small, fast parsing engine to traverse the memory image of the
CA along with the flow bytes, allowing real-time processing of
a vast number of flows with easy modification of the protocol
to be parsed. For TCAM implementation, FlowSifter encodes
the CA transition tables into a TCAM table, thus allowing
FlowSifter to extract relevant information from a flow in linear
time over the number of bytes in a flow. FlowSifter uses
optimization techniques to minimize the number of TCAM bits
needed to encode the transition tables. Note that TCAM has
already been installed on many networking devices such as
routers and firewalls.
E. Limitations
FlowSifter, as presented here, is optimized for L7 protocol
parsing, so it is not the best choice for layer 2–5 packet header
parsing, which can be done efficiently with much simpler tools.
FlowSifter is designed to process the packet payload in largely
a byte-by-byte manner, so protocols that are not aligned to
octets will also cause problems. To the authors’ knowledge, all
L7 protocols are aligned to octets, so this is unlikely to be a
problem.
F. Key Contributions
In this paper, we make the following key contributions:
1) We propose the first L7 field extraction framework that is
automated, selective, and approximate.
2) We propose for the first time to use Counting ContextFree Grammar and Counting Automata to support approximate protocol parsing. By controlling memory size
allocated to counters, we can easily tradeoff between
memory usage and parsing accuracy.
3) We propose efficient algorithms for optimizing extraction
grammars.
4) We propose an algorithm for the automatic generation of
stackless parsers from non-regular grammars.
5) Open source code available at https://github.com/
MSU-SSL/FlowSifter.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Prior work on application protocol parsing falls into four
categories: (1) hand-coded, full, and precise parsing, (2) handcoded, selective, and precise parsing, (3) automated, full,
and precise parsing, and (4) automated, selective and precise
parsing.

Hand-Coded, Full, and Precise Parsing: Although application protocol parsers are still predominantly hand coded [9],
hand-coded protocol parsing has two major weaknesses in
comparison with automated protocol parsing. First, hand-coded
protocol parsers are hard to reuse as they are tightly coupled
with specific systems and deeply embedded into their working
environment [9]. For example, Wireshark has a large collection
of protocol parsers, but none can be easily reused outside of
Wireshark. Second, such parsers tend to be error-prone and lack
robustness [9]. For example, severe vulnerabilities have been
discovered in several hand-coded protocol parsers [15]–[20].
Writing an efficient and robust parser is a surprisingly difficult
and error-prone process because of the many protocol specific
issues (such as handling concurrent flows) and the increasing
complexity of modern protocols [9]. For example, the NetWare
Core Protocol used for remote file access has about 400 request
types, each with its own syntax [9].
Hand-Coded, Selective, and Precise Parsing: Full protocol
parsing is not necessary for many applications. For example,
Schear et al. observed that full protocol parsing is not necessary for detecting vulnerability-based signatures because many
protocol fields are not referenced in vulnerability signatures
[5]. Based on such observations, Schear et al. proposed selective protocol parsing [5], which is three times faster than
binpac. However, the protocol parsers in [5] are hand-coded and
henceforth suffer from the weaknesses of hand-coded protocol
parsing. Note that to perform field extraction, we first need
to identify the exact application protocol of the flow under
inspection. There are a variety of hand-coded, selective parsers
that detect protocol type by recognizing patterns in the start of
the payload. For example, NetFilter [21], Dreger et al. work
[22], and TStat [23] each use hand-coded detection routines
to identify a variety of different protocols. While their parsing
strategies are appropriate for protocol identification, they do not
extend to field extraction of complex protocols as they are handcoded and precise.
Automated, Full, and Precise Parsing: Recognizing the increasing demand for application protocol parsers, the difficulty
in developing efficient and robust protocol parsers, and the
many defects of home-brew parsers, three application protocol
parser generators have been proposed: binpac [9], GAPA [10],
and UltraPAC [24]. Most network protocols are designed to
be easily parsed by hand, but this often means their formal
definitions turn out complex in terms of standard parsing representations. Pang et al., motivated by the fact that the programming language community has benefited from higher levels
of abstraction for many years using parser generation tools
such as yacc [25] and ANTLR [26], developed the protocol
parser generator BinPAC. GAPA, developed by Borisov et al.,
focuses on providing a protocol specification that guarantees the generated parser to be type-safe and free of infinite
loops. The similarity between BinPAC and GAPA is that they
both use recursive grammars and embedded code to generate context sensitive protocol parsers. The difference between
BinPAC and GAPA is that BinPAC favors parsing efficiency
and GAPA favors parsing safety. BinPAC uses C++ for users
to specify code blocks and compile the entire parser into C++
whereas GAPA uses a restricted and memory-safe interpreted
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language that can be proven free of infinite loops. UltraPAC
improves on BinPAC by replacing BinPAC’s tree parser with
a stream parser implemented using a state machine to avoid
constructing the tree representation of a flow. UltraPAC inherits
from BinPAC a low-level protocol field extraction language
that allows additional grammar expressiveness using embedded
C++ code. This makes optimizing an extraction specification
extremely difficult, if not impossible. In contrast, FlowSifter
uses high-level CA grammars without any inline code, which
facilitates the automated optimization of protocol field extraction specifications. When parsing HTTP, for example, BinPAC
and UltraPAC need inline C++ code to detect and extract the
Content-Length field’s value whereas FlowSifter’s grammar
can represent this operation directly. In addition, FlowSifter
can automatically regularize non-regular grammars to produce
a stackless approximate parser whereas an UltraPAC parser for
the same extraction specification must be converted manually
to a stackless form using C++ to embed the approximation.
The Ragel framework [27] is another parsing engine that mixes
code with regular expressions to produce a parser in a variety
of output languages. It has developed an impressive list of
features, but has no automated support for either selective
parsing or approximate parsing. Further, non-regular grammatical features are only supported by manual development of
embedded code to redirect the parsing state around where it
would normally go. FlowSifter is able to automate these steps
while natively supporting non-regular language features in its
protocol grammar.
Automated, Selective, and Precise Parsing: Zebu [11] is
a parser generator that also takes a protocol grammar and
specification of what fields to extract and automatically builds
a selective parser for just those fields. Zebu can do strict
validation of message formats and compiles its parser to native
C code. FlowSifter is different from Zebu in that it can
handle recursive grammars through its use of Counting Automata. While Zebu is unable to handle any recursive structures
in its protocols, FlowSifter can handle recursive structures.
FlowSifter automatically builds an approximate parser for these
recursive structures so that per-flow resource usage is constant.

III. P ROTOCOL AND E XTRACTION S PECIFICATIONS
FlowSifter produces an L7 field extractor from two inputs:
a protocol specification, and an extraction specification. The
protocol specification gives a grammar for parsing the full
protocol of the flow being inspected. The extraction specification indicates what fields need to be extracted. Having a
separate extraction specification allows the protocol specification to be reused in different applications that need different
fields to be extracted. Both specifications are specified using a
new grammar model called Counting Context Free Grammar
(CCFG), which augments rules for context-free grammars with
counters, guards, and actions. These augmentations increase
grammar expressiveness, but still allows the grammars to be
automatically simplified and optimized. In this section, we first
formally define CCFG, and then explain how to write protocol
specification and extraction specification using CCFG.
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A. Counting Context Free Grammar
Formally, a counting context-free grammar is a five-tuple
Γ = (N, Σ, C, R, S) where N, Σ, C, and R are finite sets of
nonterminals, terminals, counters, and production rules, respectively, and S is the start nonterminal. The terminal symbols
are those that can be seen in strings to be parsed. For L7
field extraction, this is usually a single octet. A counter is a
variable with an integer value, which is initialized to zero. The
counters can be used to store parsing information. For example,
in parsing an HTTP flow, a counter can be used to store the
value of the “Content-Length” field. Counters also provide a
mechanism for eliminating parsing stacks.
A production rule is written as guard : nonterminal →
body. The guard is a conjunction of unary predicates over the
counters in C, i.e., expressions of a single counter that return
true or false. An example guard is (c1 > 2; c2 > 2), which
checks counters c1 and c2 , and evaluates to true if both are
greater than 2. If a counter is not included in a guard, then its
value does not affect the evaluation of the guard. Guards are
used to guide the parsing of future bytes based on the parsing
history of past bytes. For example, in parsing an HTTP flow, the
value of the “Content-Length” field determines the number of
bytes that will be included in the message body. This value can
be stored in a counter. As bytes are processed, the associated
counter is decremented. A guard that checks if the counter is 0
would detect the end of the message body and allow a different
action to be taken.
The nonterminal following the guard is called the head of
the rule. Following it, the body is an ordered sequence of
terminals and nonterminals, any of which can have associated
actions. An empty body is written . An action is a set of unary
update expressions, each updating the value of one counter,
and is associated with a specific terminal or nonterminal in
a rule. The action is executed after parsing the associated
terminal or nonterminal. An example action in CCFG is (c1 :=
c1 ∗ 2; c2 := c2 + 1). If a counter is not included in an action,
then the value of that counter is unchanged. An action may be
empty, i.e., updates no counter. Actions in CCFG are used to
write “history” information into counters, such as the message
body size.
To make the parsing process deterministic, CCFGs require
leftmost derivations; that is, for any body that has multiple nonterminals, only the leftmost nonterminal that can be expanded
is expanded. Thus, at any time, production rules can be applied
in only one position. We use leftmost derivations rather than
rightmost derivations so that updates are applied to counters in
the order that the corresponding data appears in the data flow.

B. Protocol Specification in CCFG
An application protocol specification precisely specifies the
protocol being parsed. We use CCFG to specify application protocols. For example, consider the Varstring language consisting
of strings with two fields separated by a space: a length field,
B, and a data field, V , where the binary encoded value of B
specifies the length of V . This language cannot be specified
as a Context Free Grammar (CFG), it can be easily specified
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C. Extraction Specification in CCFG

Fig. 2. Two protocol specifications in CCFG. (a) Varstring Γv . (b) Dyck Γd .

Fig. 3. Derivation of “10 ba” from the Varstring grammar in Fig. 2(a).

in CCFG as shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that a CFG is a CCFG
without counters. The CCFG specification of another language
called Dyck consisting of strings with balanced parentheses ‘[’
and ‘]’, is shown in Fig. 2(b). We adopt the convention that
the head of the first rule, such as S in the Varstring and Dyck
grammars, is the start nonterminal.
We now explain the six production rules in Varstring. The
first rule S → BV means that a message has two fields, the
length field represented by nonterminal B and a variablelength data field represented by nonterminal V . The second rule
B → ‘0’(c := c ∗ 2) B means that if we encounter character
‘0’ when parsing the length field, we double the value of
counter c. Similarly, the third rule B → ‘1’(c := c ∗ 2 + 1) B
means that if we encounter ‘1’ when parsing the length field,
we double the value of counter c first and then increase its
value by 1. The fourth rule B → ‘’ means that the parsing
of the length field terminates when we see a space. These
three rules fully specify how to parse the length field and store
the length in c. For example, after parsing a length field with
“10”, the value of the counter c will be 2(= ((0 ∗ 2) + 1) ∗ 2).
Note that here “10” is the binary representation of value 2.
The fifth rule (c > 0) : V → Σ(c := c − 1)V means that when
parsing the data field, we decrement the counter c by one
each time a character is parsed. The guard allows use of this
rule as long as c > 0. The sixth rule (c = 0) : V →  means
that when c = 0, the parsing of the variable-length field is
terminated.
We now demonstrate how the Varstring grammar can produce the string “10 ba”. Each row of the table in Fig. 3 is a step
in the derivation. The c column shows the value of the counter
c at each step. The number in parentheses is the rule from
Fig. 2(a) that is applied to get to the next derivation. Starting
with the Varstring’s start symbol, S, we derive the target string
by replacing the leftmost nonterminal with the body of one of
its production rules. When applying rule 5, the symbol Σ is
shorthand for any character, so it can produce ‘a’ or ‘b’ or any
other character.

An extraction specification is a CCFG Γx = (Nx , Σ, Cx ,
Rx , Sx ), which may not be complete. It can refer to nonterminals specified in the corresponding protocol specification
denoted Γp = (Np , Σ, Cp , Rp , Sp ). However, Γx cannot modify
Γp and cannot add new derivations for nonterminals defined in
Γp . This ensures that we can approximate Γp without changing
the semantics of Γx .
The purpose of FlowSifter is to call application processing
functions on extracted field values. Based on the extracted
field values, these application processing functions will take
application specific actions such as stopping the flow for security purposes or routing the flow to a particular server for
load balancing purposes. Calls to these functions appear in the
actions of a rule. Application processing functions can also
return a value back into the extractor to affect the parsing of
the rest of the flow. Since the application processing functions
are part of the layer above FlowSifter, their specification is
beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore, we define a
shorthand for calling an application processing function f on
a piece of the grammar f {body}, where body is a rule
body that makes up the field to be extracted. If a field is less
than one byte, the extraction function called on that field can
handle the process of extracting the target bits from the octet
given to it.
Some applications may require the extraction of a composite
field and some sub-fields within it. In such cases, we can first
use FlowSifter to extract the composite field and then feed the
extracted composite field to an application processing function
that further extracts sub-fields from the composite field. If
the grammar of the sub-fields is simple, then this application
processing function could be a simple program customized
for extracting these sub-fields. For example, if we want to
extract both the URL of an HTTP header and the file name
within the URL, we can first extract the URL and then feed
it to a function that can quickly extract the file name from
an URL. In rare cases that the grammar within the composite
field is too complex, we can feed the extracted composite field
to another instance of FlowSifter to further extract relevant
sub-fields.
We next show two extraction specifications that are partial
CCFGs, using the function-calling shorthand. The first, Γxv in
Fig. 4(a), specifies the extraction of the variable-length field
V for the Varstring CCFG in Fig. 2(a). This field is passed to
an application processing function vstr. For example, given
input stream “101 Hello”, the field “Hello” will be extracted.
This example illustrates several features. First, it shows how
FlowSifter can handle variable-length field extractions. Second,
it shows how the user can leverage the protocol library to simplify writing the extraction specification. The second extraction
specification, Γxd in Fig. 4(b), is associated with the Dyck
CCFG in Fig. 2(b) and specifies the extraction of the contents
of the first pair of square parentheses; this field is passed to
an application processing function named param. For example,
given the input stream [ [ [ ] ] ] [ [ ] [ ] ], the [ [ ] ] will be extracted.
This example illustrates how FlowSifter can extract specific
fields within a recursive protocol by referring to the protocol
grammar.
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Two extraction CCFGs Γxv and Γxd . (a) Varstring Γxv . (b) Dyck Γxd .

IV. G RAMMAR O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we introduce techniques to optimize the input
protocol specification and extraction specification so that the
resulting CA uses less memory and runs faster.
A. Counting Regular Grammar
Just as parsing with non-regular CFGs is expensive, parsing
with non-regular CCFGs is also expensive as the whole derivation must be tracked with a stack. To resolve this, FlowSifter
converts input CCFGs to Counting Regular Grammars (CRGs),
which can be parsed without a stack, just like parsing regular
grammars. A CRG is a CCFG where each production rule is
regular. A production rule is regular if and only if it is in one of
the following two forms:

Fig. 5. Varstring after decomposition of rule S → BV.

necessary condition. A nonterminal X ∈ Np is guaranteed to be
normal if it satisfies one of the following two conditions:
1) Γf (X) has only regular rules.
2) For the body of any rule with head X, X only appears last
in the body and for every nonterminal Y that is reachable
from X, Y is normal and X is not reachable from Y .
Although we may misidentify a normal nonterminal as not
normal, fortunately, as we will see in Section IV-D, the cost
of such a mistake is relatively low; it is only one counter in
memory and some unnecessary predicate checks.

guard : X → α [action] Y

(1)

C. Normal Nonterminal Regularization

guard : X → α [action]

(2)

In this step, FlowSifter replaces each identified normal
nonterminal’s production rule with a collection of equivalent
regular rules. Consider an arbitrary non-regular rule

where X and Y are nonterminals and α is a terminal. CRG
rules that fit (1) are the nonterminating rules whereas those that
fit (2) are the terminating rules as derivations end when they are
applied.
For a CCFG Γ = (N, Σ, C, R, S) and a nonterminal X ∈
N, we use Γ(X) to denote the CCFG subgrammar Γ =
(N, Σ, C, R, X) with the nonterminals that are unreachable
from X being removed. For a CCFG Γ = (N, Σ, C, R, S) and
a nonterminal X ∈ N, X is normal if and only if Γ(X) is
equivalent to some CRG.
Given the extraction CCFG Γx and L7 grammar Γp as
inputs, FlowSifter first generates a complete extraction CRG
Γf = (Nx ∪ Np , Σ, Cx ∪ Cp , Rx ∪ Rp , Sx ). Second, it prunes
any unreachable nonterminals from Sx and their corresponding production rules. Third, it partitions the nonterminals in
Np into those we can guarantee to be normal and those we
cannot. Fourth, for each nonterminal X that are guaranteed
to be normal, FlowSifter regularizes X; for the remaining
nonterminals X ∈ Np , FlowSifter uses counting approximation
to produce a CRG that approximates Γf (X). If FlowSifter
is unable to regularize any nonterminal, it reports that the
extraction specification Γx needs to be modified and provides
appropriate debugging information. Last, FlowSifter eliminates
idle rules to optimize the CRG. Next, we explain in detail
how to identify nonterminals that are guaranteed to be normal,
how to regularize a normal terminal, how to perform counting
approximation, and how to eliminate idle rules.
B. Normal Nonterminal Identification
Determining if a CFG describes a regular language is undecidable. Thus, we cannot precisely identify normal nonterminals. FlowSifter identifies nonterminals in Np that are
guaranteed to be normal using the following sufficient but not

guard : X → body.
We first express the body as Y1 · · · Yn where Yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
either a terminal or a nonterminal (possibly with an action).
Because this is a non-regular rule, either Y1 is a nonterminal
or n > 2 (or both). We handle the cases as follows.
• If Y1 is a non-normal nonterminal, Γx was incorrectly
written and needs to be reformulated.
• If Y1 is a normal nonterminal, we define CRG Γ =
(N , Σ, C , R , Y − ) to be Γf (Y1 ) where the nonterminals
have been given unique names. We use Γ to update the
rule set as follows. First, we replace the rule guard :
X → body with guard : X → Y − . Next, for each
terminating rule r ∈ R , we create a new rule r where we
append Y2 · · · Yn to the body of r and add r to the rule
set; for each nonterminating rule r ∈ R , we add r to the
rule set.
• If Y1 is a terminal and n > 2, the rule is decomposed
into two rules: guard : X → Y1 X and X → Y2 · · · Yn
where X is a new nonterminal.
The above regularization process is repeatedly applied until
there are no non-regular rules.
For example, consider the Varstring CCFG Γ with nonregular rule S → BV. As both Γ(B) and Γ(V ) are CRGs, so S
is a normal non-terminal. Decomposition regularizes Γ(S) by
replacing S → BV by S → B and B →  by B → V. We
also add copies of all other rules where we use B in place of
B. Fig. 5 illustrates the resulting rule set excluding unreachable
rules. For example, the nonterminal B is no longer referenced
by any rule in the new grammar. For efficiency, we remove
unreferenced nonterminals and their rules after each application
of regularization.
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Theorem 4.1: Given a normal nonterminal X in grammar Γ,
applying regularization to any rule guard : X → Y1 · · · Yn in
Γ produces an equivalent grammar Γ̄.
Proof: We define rule r = guard : X → Y1 · · · Yn as
the rule in Γ that is replaced by other rules in Γ̄. We consider
two cases: Y1 is a terminal, and Y1 is a normal nonterminal.
For the case that Y1 is a terminal, the only difference between
Γ and Γ̄ is that rule r = guard : X → Y1 · · · Yn is replaced
by rules r1 = guard : X → Y1 X and r2 = X → Y2 · · · Yn
to get Y1 · · · Yn . Consider any leftmost derivation with Γ that
applies the rule r. We get an equivalent leftmost derivation
with Γ̄ that replaces the application of r with the application
of rule r1 immediately followed by the application of rule r2 to
produce the exact same result. Likewise, any leftmost derivation
in Γ̄ that applies rule r1 must then immediately apply rule r2
since X is the leftmost nonterminal in the resulting string. We
get an equivalent leftmost derivation with Γ by replacing the
application of r1 and r2 with r. Finally, r2 can never be applied
except immediately following the application of r1 because
rule r1 is the only derivation that can produce nonterminal X .
Therefore, Γ and Γ̄ are equivalent.
For the case that Y1 is nonterminal, rule r = guard : X →
Y1 · · · Yn in Γ is replaced by rule r1 = guard : X → Y −
in Γ̄. Furthermore, we add copies of all rules with head Y1
that now have head Y1 where all nonterminals are replaced
with new equivalent nonterminals. This also applied to other
nonterminals that are in the body of rules in Γ with head Y1 .
Finally, for any terminating rule rt in Γ(Y1 ), we add a rule rt
where Y2 · · · Yn is appended to the body of rt and add rt to Γ̄.
Consider any leftmost derivation with Γ that applies the rule
r. We get an equivalent leftmost derivation with Γ̄ as follows.
First, we replace the application of r with the application of
r1 . Next, until we reach a terminating rule, we replace each
application of a rule with head Y1 or other nonterminal in Γ(Y1 )
with the equivalent new rule using the new nonterminal names.
Finally, we replace the application of terminating rule rt with
terminating rule rt . Now consider any leftmost derivation in Γ̄
that applies rule r1 . This leftmost derivation must eventually
apply some terminating rule rt . We get an equivalent leftmost
derivation in Γ̄ by replacing r1 with r, rt with rt , and intermediate rule applications with their original rule copies. We also note
that no derivations in Γ̄ can use any of the new rules without
first invoking r1 since that is the only path to reaching the new
nonterminals. Therefore, Γ and Γ̄ are equivalent.


D. Counting Approximation
For nonterminals in Np that are not normal, we use counting
approximation to produce a collection of regular rules, which
are used to replace these non-normal nonterminals. For a nonnormal nonterminal X, our basic idea is to parse only the start
and end terminals for Γ(X) ignoring any other parsing information contained within subgrammar Γ(X). This approximation
is sufficient because our extraction specification does not need
to precisely parse any subgrammar starting at a nonterminal
in Np . That is, we only need to identify the start and end of
any subgrammar rooted at a nonterminal X ∈ Np . By using

Fig. 6.

General approximation structure.

Fig. 7.

Approximation of Dyck S.

the counters to track nesting depth, we can approximate the
parsing stack for such nonterminals. For nonterminals in the
input extraction grammar, we require them to be normal. In
practice, this restriction turns out to be minor, and when a
violation is detected, our tool will give feedback to aid the user
in revising the grammar.
Given a CCFG Γf with a nonterminal X ∈ Np that does not
identify as normal, FlowSifter computes a counting approximation of Γf (X) as follows. First, FlowSifter computes the
sets of start and end terminals for Γf (X), which are denoted
as start and stop. These are the terminals that mark the start and
end of a string that can be produced by Γ(X). The remaining
terminals are denoted as other. For example, in the Dyck
extraction grammar Γxd in Fig. 4(b), the set of start and end
terminals of Γxd (S) are {‘[’} and {‘]’}, respectively, and other
has no elements. FlowSifter replaces all rules with head X
with the four rules in Fig. 6 that use a new counter cnt. The
first rule allows exiting X when the recursion level is zero.
The second and third increase and decrease the recursion level
when matching start and stop terminals. The final production
rule consumes the other terminals, approximating the grammar
while cnt > 0.
For example, if we apply counting approximation to the nonterminal S from the Dyck extraction grammar Γxd in Fig. 4(b),
we get the new production rules in Fig. 7.
We can apply counting approximation to any subgrammar
Γf (X) with unambiguous starting and stopping terminals.
Ignoring all parsing information other than nesting depth of
start and end terminals in the flow leads to potentially faster
flow processing and fixed memory cost. In particular, the
errors introduced by counting approximation do not interfere
with extracting fields from correct locations within protocol
compliant inputs. However, counting approximations do not
guarantee that all extracted fields are the result of only protocol
compliant inputs. Therefore, application processing functions
should validate any input that its behavior depends upon for
proper operation.
E. Idle Rule Elimination
The CRG generated as above may have production rules
without terminals. When implemented as a parser, no input is
consumed when executing such rules. We call such rules idle
rules, and they have the form: X → Y without any terminal
α. FlowSifter eliminates idle rules by hoisting the contents of
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Y into X, composing the actions and predicates as well. For a
CRG with n variables, to compose a rule
(q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qn ) : Y → α(act)Z(g1 , · · · , gn )
into the idle rule
(p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn ) : X → Y (f1 , · · · , fn ),
we create a new rule
(p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn ) : X → α(act)Z (f1 , · · · , fn )
where pi = pi ∧ qi and fi = fi ◦ gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. That is, we
compose the actions associated with Y in X into Z’s actions
and merge the predicates.
V. AUTOMATED C OUNTING AUTOMATON G ENERATION
The automata generator module in FlowSifter takes an optimized extraction grammar as its input and generates an equivalent counting automaton (CA) at output. The field extractor
module will use this CA as its data structure for performing
field extraction.
One of the challenges of field extraction with a CA is
resolving conflicting instructions from different CRG rules. For
example, consider a CA state A with two rules: A → /ab/B
and A → /a/[x := x + 1]C. After processing input character
a, the state of the automaton is indeterminate. Should it increment counter x and transition to state C, or should it wait for
input character b so it can transition to state B?
We solve this problem by using a DFA as subroutines in
counting automtata. The DFA will inspect flow bytes and return
a decision indicating which pattern matched. The DFA will use
a priority system to resolve ambiguities and return the highest
priorty decision. For the above example, the DFA will have to
lookahead in the stream to determine whether /ab/ or /a/ is the
correct match; in practice, the lookahead required is small and
inexpensive. We describe this novel integrated CA and DFA
model in this section.
A. Counting Automata
A Counting Automata (CA) is a 6-tuple (Q, C, q0 , c0 , D, δ)
where Q is a set of CA states, C is a set of possible counter
configurations, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state and c0 ∈ C is the
initial counter configuration. Normally, the transition function
δ of the CA is a function that maps the current configuration
(state q ∈ Q and counter configuration c ∈ C) along with input
character σ ∈ Σ to a new CA state q along with some action
to update the current counters. We choose a different approach
where we use Labeled Priority DFA (LPDFA) as a subroutine
to perform this mapping for a given CA. We leave the formal
details of LPDFA to Section V-B but describe now how a CA
uses LPDFA to define the CA’s transition function δ. The set D
defines the set of LPDFA that the CA may use. The transition
function δ then maps each configuration (q ∈ Q, c ∈ C) to
an appropriate LPDFA. That is, δ : Q × C → D. The LPDFA
will deterministically process the flow and return a decision

Fig. 8. CRG for Dyck example from Figs. 2(b) and 4(b).

belonging to set D = (QC ∪ {DON E, F AIL}) × (C → C)
where DON E and F AIL are distinct from all CA states;
DON E implies the CA has completed processing of the input
stream and F AIL implies that the input flow does not meet the
protocol expectations.
FlowSifter generates a CA (Q, C, q0 , c0 , D, δ) from a CRG
Γ = (N, Σg , Cg , R, S) as follows. We set Q = N and q0 = S.
We build C based on Cg but with a bounded maximum size
b where typically b = 2sizeof (int) − 1; counters are initialized
to 0. Formally, C = {(c1 , c2 , . . . , c|Cg | ) : 0 ≤ ci < b, 1 ≤ i ≤
|Cg |} and c0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0). If necessary, we can tune the
parsing state size by using different numbers of bits for each
counter. We set δ as follows. For each configuration (q, c), we
identify the set of CRG rules R(q, c) that correspond to (q, c)
and build the corresponding LPDFA from those rules; the set
D is simply the set of LPDFA we build. We describe LPDFA
construction in detail in Section V-B.
For example, in Fig. 8, for the configuration with CA state 3
and counter c == 0, rules 5 and 6 are active, so δ(3, c == 0)
is the LPDFA constructed from the right hand sides of those
rules: [(c := c + 1)3 and (p := token(p)) 2. This LPDFA will
return decision (3, (c := c + 1)) when the flow bytes match [
and (2, p := token(p)) when the flow bytes match . On the
other hand, δ(3, c > 0) is constructed from the right hand side
of rules 4, 5, and 7.
To apply a CA to a flow, we initialize the CA state as (q0 , c0 ).
Based on the current state (qi , ci ), we determine δ(qi , ci ) =
df ai , and apply df ai to the flow bytes. This LPDFA will always
return a decision (qi+1 , acti ), and if qi+1 is either DON E or
F AIL, parsing ends. After computing ci+1 = acti (ci ), the CA
state becomes (qi+1 , ci+1 ), and we repeat the process until we
are out of flow bytes.
For example, consider the optimized CRG and CA for our
running Dyck grammar example depicted in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively; this CA uses a single counter cnt. The CA state
labels have been replaced with integers, and we show the
terminal symbols as strings when possible, or as /regex/ when
a regular expression is needed, such as for rule 7. The initial CA
configuration is (1, cnt == 0). The only CRG rule for state 1
is CRG rule 1 which has no conditions associated with it. Thus,
the CA invokes the LPDFA that represents the body of rule 1;
this LPDFA matches only the string “[”, and the CA transitions
to state 4 after updating p to the result of pos(). If the flow
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Fig. 9. Exploded CA for Dyck in Figs. 2(b) and 4(b); each cluster has start
CA state on left, and destination CA state on right.

bytes do not start with [, then the LPDFA returns F AIL and the
CA stops processing input because the input does not conform
to the CRG. Suppose later the configuration is (3, cnt > 0). In
this case, the CA will invoke an LPDFA that matches the input
against to increment cnt, to decrement cnt, or any other input
character making no change to cnt; this is based on the counting
approximation to parse nested brackets. In all cases, the LPDFA
sets the next state to be 3. If the configuration is (3, cnt == 0),
then the CA will invoke an LPDFA that matches the input
against [ to increment cnt and return to state 3; otherwise no
input is consumed and p := param(p) will be evaluated and
the CA will leave state 3 for state 2.
The functions pos and param allow the CA to interact with
its runtime state and the outside world. The function pos() is
built into the FlowSifter environment and returns the current
parsing offset in the flow. The CA stores this information in
a counter so that it can report the start and end positions
of a token when it calls param(p) to report this token to
the layer above. The CA waits for a return value from the
called application processing function so that it can update the
counters before it continues processing the input flow. In many
cases, the application processing function never needs to return
an actual value to the CA; in such cases, it immediately returns
a null value, and the CA immediately resumes processing the
input flow.
B. LPDFA
In this section, we formally define LPDFA focusing on nonstandard LPDFA construction and operation details. A Labeled
Priority DFA (LPDFA) is a 7-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , D, DF, π)
where Q is a set of states, Σ is an alphabet, q0 is the initial state,
δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function, as normal. The new
properties are D, the set of possible decisions, DF : Q → D,
a partial function assigning a subset of the states (the accepting
states) a decision, and π : Q → N a total function assigning
every state a priority.
An LPDFA works as a subroutine for a CA, examining the
input for various patterns, consuming the highest priority observed pattern, and returning this pattern’s associated decision.
This allows deterministic operation as there is only one result
from matching the given regular expressions against the packet
payload. We construct and run an LPDFA in a manner similar
to a DFA with some modifications to return values instead of
just accept/reject and to only consume the correct amount of the
input. We focus on the construction of DF : Q → D, a partial

function assigning a subset of the states (the accepting states) a
decision, and π : Q → N a total function assigning every state
a priority. As a reminder, D = (QC ∪ {DON E, F AIL}) ×
(C → C), where DON E and F AIL are distinct from all CA
states.
For each configuration (q ∈ Q and c ∈ C) in the δ function of the CA, we construct an LPDFA from the bodies of
the rules matching the given configuration. Because we start
from a CRG, we can assume the rule bodies are written as
(rxi , acti , qi ), a terminal regular expression, action and nonterminal. If no rule has a regular expression that matches the
empty string , then we add an -rule with body (, (), F AIL)
to guarantee the LPDFA will always return a value. We use
the standard process for constructing an automaton from a
collection of regular expressions.
We now describe how we set DF . For any accepting state
q, we identify all CRG rules’ whose regular expressions were
matched. If more than one match, we choose the rule r with
body (rx, act, q) that has the highest priority (the -rule has
lowest priority). If r is the -rule, the CA state value is set to
F AIL. If q is empty, the CA state value is set to DON E.
Otherwise, the CA state value is set to q. The appropriate action
is set to act.
We now describe how an LPDFA operates. We give all states
in the LPDFA a priority which is the highest priority decision
that is reachable from that state. As the LPDFA processes the
input flow, it remembers the highest priority decision state
encountered. To prevent the LPDFA from continuing to consume input due to a potential low priority match such as a low
priority /. ∗ / rule, the LPDFA stops processing the input once
it reaches a state with an equal or lower priority. The LPDFA
then returns the appropriate decision and consumes only the
appropriate input even if more has been seen.
We illustrate the importance of prioritizing CRG rules using
the following two rules from the protocol specification for
HTTP headers.
HEADER 50 −> /(?i : Content − Length) : \s ∗ /
[bodylength := getnum()] ;
HEADER 20 −> TOKEN/ : /VALUE;
The second rule is given a lower priority (20) than the first rule’s
priority (50) to ensure that the first rule is used when the flow
prefix is “Content-Length:”. In such a case, the rule stores the
size of the HTTP body in a counter bodylength for later use. If
the priorities were inverted, the first rule would never be used.
We must ensure the relative priorities of rules are maintained
through all optimizations that we apply. Maintaining these priorities is straightforward but tedious, so we omit these details.
C. CA Specific Optimizations
We have implemented two key optimizations to speed up our
CA implementation. We first avoid processing many bytes of
the flow by having actions modify the flow offset in the parsing
state. Specifically, if our CA is processing an HTTP flow and
does not need to parse within the body, an action can call
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skip(n) to skip over n bytes of payload. This allows FlowSifter
to avoid stepping through the payload byte-by-byte to get to the
headers of the next request in the same flow.
We also eliminate some LPDFA to CA transitions. Suppose
the optimized CRG has a nonterminal X with a single rule with
no actions such as X → /rx/Y. We can eliminate the switch
from LPDFA to CA at the end of /rx/ and the switch back to
LPDFA at the beginning of Y by inlining Y into X. This is
similar to idle rule elimination, but because our terminals are
regular expressions, we can concatenate two regular expressions into a single terminal, keeping the grammar in normal
form. We also perform this optimization when Y has a single
rule and all of X’s rules that end in Y have no actions. This
increases the number of states in the LPDFA for each nonterminal but improves parsing speed by decreasing the number
of context switches between LPDFA and CA. This optimization
has already been performed on the CA in Fig. 9, specifically in
state 2. The pattern “][” is not part of any of the input regular
expressions, but is composed of the closing ‘]’ of the Dyck
extraction grammar and the opening ‘[’ of the S nonterminal
following it.
VI. C OUNTING AUTOMATON I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first describe incremental packet processing, which is needed because flow data arrives in packets and
should be processed as it is received. The alternative solution of
buffering large portions of flow is problematic for two reasons.
First, it may require large amounts of dynamically allocated
memory. Second, it will increase latency in scenarios where
undesirable traffic must be blocked.
We then describe two implementations of CA: simulated
CA and compiled CA. In a simulated CA, an automatonindependent process parses a flow by referencing a memory
image of the simulated CA. In a compiled CA, the structure of
the CA is encoded in the process that parses the flow. Typically,
compiled CA are more efficient but simulated CA are easier to
deploy and modify.
A. Incremental Packet Processing
Packet processing is difficult because the flow data arrives
packet by packet rather than all at once. There are two main
ways to process packets: incrementally which means processing
each packet as it arrives or buffering which means buffering a
number of packets until a certain amount of flow data is gathered. A DFA supports incremental processing by processing
each byte of the current packet and then saving the active state
of the DFA in a parsing state to be used when the next packet
of the flow arrives. BinPAC and UltraPAC do not support incremental packet processing. Instead, they buffer packets until
they can guarantee sufficient flow data is available to match
an entire token. This has the two drawbacks of (i) requiring
large amounts of dynamically allocated memory and (ii) increasing latency in scenarios where undesirable traffic must be
blocked.
As FlowSifter is built on automata-theoretic constructs, we
present an incremental packet processing approach similar to
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DFA, though we do require some buffering of flow data since
an LPDFA may look at more flow data than it consumes. Unlike
other buffering solutions, FlowSifter only buffers input data
that the LPDFA needs to determine the highest priority match;
this is typically a small amount of data, much smaller than the
amount of data needed to guarantee a token can be matched.
There are three parts of the per-flow state that we must record:
the state of the input flow, the state of the CA and the state of
the LPDFA.
Note that FlowSifter is a stream parser (like UltraPAC),
which means that FlowSifter does not store extracted fields.
Once a field is extracted, FlowSifter passes it to the upper layer
for application specific processing. The only memory used by
FlowSifter is to store the CA and context information needed
for traversing the CA. Such memory is allocated on the start of
a new flow and deallocated at the end of the flow.
We record two byte offsets for each flow: an offset within
the current packet of the next byte to be processed, and a flow
offset of the current packet, indicating the position in the flow
of the first byte of that packet. We keep both of these in our
parsing state to be able to check for errors in flow reassembly
and to aid in supporting the skip() builtin. After processing
a packet, we subtract its size from the packet offset, which
normally resets the packet offset. The skip() action can be
implemented by increasing the packet offset by the number of
bytes to be skipped. If the resulting offset is within the current
packet, processing will resume there. If the offset is within
the next packet, the subtraction rule will correctly compute the
offset within that next packet to resume processing. If the offset
is beyond the next packet’s data, that packet can be skipped
entirely and the subtraction rule will account for that packet’s
bytes being skipped.
As both the CA and LPDFA are deterministic, they each
have only one active state. Furthermore, when an LPDFA has
an active state, the CA state is not needed, and when a CA
state is active, no LPDFA state is active; thus we only need
to store one or the other. In addition to the active state, the CA
also must keep the values of each counter. In addition to the
active state, the LPDFA must track the state id and flow offset
of the current highest priority match, if any. A small buffer
may be needed when the LPDFA lookahead occurs at a packet
boundary, to buffer the flow data since the last match was found.
This allows the LPDFA to consume only the bytes needed to
reach its decision while allowing the next consumer of input
bytes to resume from the correct location, even if that is in the
previous packet.
Finally, we must address incremental parsing for actions that
alter the parsing state. For example, skip() can change the
packet offset. We might create other actions such as getByte()
that can read a current input character into a counter as an unsigned integer; getByte() is useful in the DNS protocol where
the length of a name field is indicated by the byte preceding
it. Instead of using getByte(), we could use an LPDFA that
transitions to a different state for each possible value of that
byte and have an action for each value that would set the counter
correctly. Using a function like getByte() makes this much
easier to implement and faster to execute. However, this does
introduce a corner case where the byte we need may be in
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the next packet. In general, the CA must be able to resume
processing from the middle of an action. Our simulated CA and
compiled CA take different approaches to solving this problem,
as described in their sections below.
B. Simulated CA
In an ASIC implementation of CA, we create a fixed simulator that cannot be changed after construction. The simulator
uses a memory image of the CA to be simulated when processing an input flow. To assess the challenges of a simulated
CA implementation and develop a proof of concept, we implemented a software CA simulator. The most challenging issues
we faced were (i) efficiently implementing the function δ to find
the appropriate LPFDA based on the current CA counter values
and (ii) incremental packet processing.
The biggest challenge to implementing δ efficiently is the
potentially huge size of the counter state space. With two 16-bit
counters and just 10 CA states, a direct lookup table would have
over 40 billion entries, ruling out this solution for the entirety of
δ. Instead, we break the lookup into two steps. In the first step,
we use the CA state number as a direct lookup.
For a CA with C counters, a given CA state may correspond to a CRG nonterminal with n rules. We must find the
correct LPFDA that implements the combination of these rules
that can be applied, based upon the current counter values.
We present three different solutions to solving this LPDFA
selection problem. We evaluate each solution based upon two
criteria: (i) space and (ii) time. The space complexity of a
solution corresponds to the number of LPDFA that need to
be precomputed and stored. The time complexity of a solution
corresponds to the number of predicate evaluations that must
be performed. Each solution differs in how to index the LPDFA
and how to perform the predicate evaluations.
Our first solution indexes LPDFA by rule. That is, we
construct 2n LPDFA, one for each combination of rules and
store pointers to these LPDFA in an array of size 2n . Note
that not all combinations of rules are possible. For example,
in the Dyck CA, state 3 has 4 rules, so the LPDFA table has
16 entries. However, only two LPDFAs are possible for state 3:
one encoding rules 5 and 6 when cnt == 0, and one encoding
rules 4, 5, and 7 when cnt > 0. We perform an analysis of
rule predicates and save space by leaving as many of the
LPDFA array entries empty as possible. To find the current
predicate, we evaluate the predicates for each rule and pack
these true/false results as 1/0 bits in an unsigned integer used to
index the array of LPDFA. In the worst case, this requires nC
counter predicate evaluations. Of course, some counters may
not need to be evaluated for some rules, and the results from
some counter evaluations may eliminate the need to perform
other counter evaluations.
Our second solution indexes LPDFA by predicate, taking
advantage of redundancy in predicates among different rules.
For example, using state 3 from the Dyck CA, we previously
observed there are only two relevant LPDFA: one for cnt == 0
and one for cnt > 0. We can store this list of relevant predicates
and index the LPDFA by their truth values. For this example, we
would have just these two predicates and two LPFDA. For this

example, we would evaluate both predicates and use these two
bits to choose the LPDFA to execute.
A third solution is to build an optimal decision tree. Each
node of the decision tree would correspond to a counter and the
children of that node would either be the LPDFA to execute
or further nodes corresponding to other counters. Each edge
would be labeled with the values of the counter it can be
traversed on. In this example, the decision tree would have
one node, with an edge to the rule {5, 6} LPDFA labeled 0
and an edge to the rule {4, 5, 7} LPDFA on all other values.
This solution can reduce the number of counter evaluations
required by optimally exploiting redundancies and optimally
using the results of previous predicate evaluations. We plan
on investigating this potential solution further in future work.
In our software simulator, we observed that indexing by rule
appeared to be more efficient than indexing by predicate in our
experiments.
Our simulator uses closures to handle saving and resuming
state. Whenever it runs out of input, it returns a new function
that takes the next packet’s payload as input and continues processing where it left off. This is possible because OCaml allows
us to encapsulate a portion of our environment of variables
inside a newly created function, allowing this new function
to make use of any local state available at the point of its
creation. The details of the function differ depending on where
we run out of input. In general, this resume function does some
bookkeeping on the input string to put it into the main shared
state record, and then it calls a function to resume processing
at either a CA state (to processes any delayed actions) or at an
LPDFA state, to continue consuming input.
C. Compiled CA
In this section, we give a compilation from CA to C++.
This non-ASIC compiled CA implementation can achieve very
high performance because modern CPUs are highly optimized
simulators for their machine language. The major difficulty is
minimizing the overhead in the compilation process; the Turing
completeness of CPUs guarantees that this is always possible
for any reasonable automata construction, but the efficiency
of the result is strongly dependent on the semantics of the
automaton and the specifics of the translation process.
The basic structure of the compiled CA is similar to that
of the simulated CA. We briefly describe all of the details but
focus on the key differences. We encapsulate the parsing state
of a flow using a C++ struct that contains unsigned integers for
each counter, a few fields to hold a pointer to the flow data and
the offsets relative to the pointer and to the start of the flow.
We also include fields for the LPDFA to store the offset, state,
and priority of the highest priority matching state seen so far.
Finally, we store the current LPDFA state, if any, to support
incremental packet processing.
We represent each CA state, each LPDFA, and each action
update function with a procedure. Each procedure exhibits tail
call behavior where it ends by calling some other procedure.
For example, after the CA state procedure determines which
LPDFA to run, it ends its operation by calling the appropriate LPDFA procedure. Likewise, an LPDFA procedure will
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typically end by calling a series of update actions and then the
next CA state procedure. To ensure the stack does not grow to
unbounded size, our CA must implement Tail Call Optimization
(TCO). Ideally, the C/C++ compiler will implement TCO. If
not, we manually implement TCO by having a main dispatch
loop. Within this loop, we maintain a function pointer that
represents the next procedure to be called. Each procedure then
ends by returning a pointer to the next function to be called
rather than calling the next function.
The procedure for each CA state has access to all the flow
state, and its job is simply to determine which LPDFA to run.
As with simulated CA, the compiled CA can index the LPFDA
in many different ways such as by rule, by predicate, or by
decision tree. Our compiler produces a CA that indexes by
rule where the resulting Boolean values are concatenated into a
single integer. The CA state procedure uses a switch statement
on this integer to determine which LPDFA is initialized and
started. If all the rules for a CA state have no predicates, then
there is only one LPDFA that is always called. We can eliminate
this CA state procedure and simply call the corresponding
LPDFA procedure instead.
We run each LPDFA using a its own LPDFA simulator procedure. The transitions and priorities are stored in integer arrays.
To make a transition, the current state and input character are
used to index the transition array which stores the next state
that this automaton will be in. The simulator only proceeds
to the next state q if q’s priority exceeds the priority of the
highest priority match found so far. When we have determined
the highest priority match, the simulator runs a switch statement
to implement the actions and the transition to the next CA state
dictated by this match. We choose to implement a separate simulator for each LPDFA to support finely tuned branch prediction
for the CPU and to facilitate pausing and resumption caused by
incremental packet processing. The cost of replicating the very
small common simulation code is negligible.
It is possible that multiple CA states may call identical
LPDFA. With each new LPDFA that we create, we compare
it to previously created ones and only keep the new one if it is
indeed different than all previous ones.
Finally, we discuss our procedures which implement the
actions of a CA. We create a procedure for each action so
that we can pause and resume them at packet boundaries. To
support incremental packet processing, we ensure that each
input-consuming function in an action is in its own action
function. We improve performance by leaving inline actions
that do not consume any input as the CA will never need to
resume from such actions.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluate field extractor performance in both speed and
memory. Speed is important to keep up with incoming packets.
Because memory bandwidth is limited and saving and loading
extractor state to DRAM is necessary when parsing a large
number of simultaneous flows, memory use is also a critical
aspect of field extraction. Note that FlowSifter is 100% accurate
at extracting all fields in the extraction specification from traffic
that matches the protocol specification, just like BinPAC and
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UltraPAC. Our FlowSifter implementation is available as open
source (GPL) at https://github.com/MSU-SSL/FlowSifter.
A. Methodology
Tests are performed using two types of traces, HTTP and
SOAP. We use HTTP traffic in our comparative tests because
the majority of non-P2P traffic is HTTP and because HTTP
field extraction is critical for L7 load balancing. We use a
SOAP-like protocol to demonstrate FlowSifter’s ability to perform field extraction on flows with recursive structure. SOAP
is a very common protocol for RPC in business applications,
and SOAP is the successor of XML-RPC. Parsing SOAP at the
firewall is important for detecting parameter overflows.
Our trace data format has interleaved packets from multiple flows. In contrast, BinPAC/UltraPAC use evaluation traces
where each trace is a sequence of pre-assembled flows. We
use the interleaved packet format because it is impractical for
a network device to pre-assemble each flow before passing
it to the parser. Specifically, the memory costs of this preassembly would be very large and the resulting delays in flow
transmission would be unacceptably long. For our experiments,
we assemble flows at runtime, switching the parser to a flow as
the next payload data for that flow is available. We determine
the CPU cost of this assembly by timing a null parser that
performs assembly but otherwise ignores the input. We subtract
this assembly time when reporting FlowSifter’s parsing time.
Our HTTP packet data comes from two main sources: the
MIT Lincoln Lab’s (LL) DARPA intrusion detection data sets
[28] and captures done in our research lab. This LL data set has
12 total weeks of data from 1998 and 1999. We obtained the
HTTP packet data by pre-filtering for traffic on port 80 with
elimination of TCP retransmissions and delaying out-of-order
packets. Each day’s traffic became one test case. We eliminated
the unusually small traces (< 25 MB) from our test data sets
to improve timing accuracy. The final collection is 45 LL test
traces, with between 0.16 and 2.5 Gbits of data and between
27 K and 566 K packets per trace, totaling 17 GB of trace data.
The real life packet traces come from two sources: 300 MB of
HTTP spidering traces (HM) and 50 GB (roughly 2/3 of which
is HTTP) of Internet use (IU) over a period of one month. We
capture the HTTP spidering traces using the HarvestMan [29]
web spider on web directories like dmoz.org and dir.yahoo.
com. This method produces mostly smaller requests for .html
files instead of downloading large graphic, sound or video
files. HarvestMan also uses HTTP 1.1’s keep-alive pervasively,
resulting in many HTTP requests/responses being included in a
single TCP flow. Thus, it is imperative to support the ContentLength header to identify the end of one request’s data. The IU
trace was recorded in 100 MB sections. We use each section as
a separate datapoint for testing.
We construct SOAP-like traces by constructing 10,000 SOAPlike flows and then merging them together into a trace. We
create one SOAP-like flow by encapsulating a constructed
SOAP body in a fixed HTTP and SOAP header and footer. We
use a parameter n ranging from 0 to 16 to vary the depth of our
flows as follows. The SOAP body is composed of nested tag; on
level l, a child node is inserted with probability (0.8max(0,l−n) ).
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After inserting a child node, the generator inserts a sibling node
with probability (.6 ∗ .8max(0,l−n) ). The average depth of a flow
with parameter n is about n + 5.
For each value of n, we generate 10 traces for a total of
170 traces. Each trace consists of 10,000 flows generated using
the same parameter n. These 10,000 flows are multiplexed into
a stream of packets as follows. Initially we set no flow as active.
During each unit of virtual time, one new flow is added to the
set of active flows. Each active flow generates data that will be
sent in the current unit of virtual time as follows: with equal
probability, it sends 0, rand(50), rand(200), rand(1000) and
1000 + rand(500) bytes. If the transmission amount for a flow
exceeds its remaining content, that flow sends all remaining
data and is then removed from the set of active flows. All the
data sent in one unit of virtual time is merged and accumulated
into a virtual packet flow. The typical trace length is roughly
28 K packets for n = 0 and 106 K packets for n = 16. The
total length of all 170 traces is 668 MB.
1) Field Extractors: We have two implementations of
FlowSifter: a compiled FlowSifter (csift) and a simulated
FlowSifter (sift). We have written one FlowSifter package that
generates both implementations. This package is written in
1900 lines of Objective Caml (excluding LPDFA generation,
which uses normal DFA construction code) and runs on a desktop PC running Linux 2.6.35 on an AMD Phenom X4 945 with
4 GB RAM. The package includes additional optimizations
not documented here for space reasons. We emphasize that
in our experiments, the compiled FlowSifter outperforms the
simulated FlowSifter because we are only doing software simulation. If we had an ASIC simulator, the simulator would run
much more quickly and likely would outperform our compiled
implementation.
We constructed HTTP field extractors using FlowSifter, BinPAC from version 1.5.1 of Bro, and UltraPAC from NetShield’s
SVN r1928. The basic method for field extractor construction
with all three systems is identical. First, a base parser is
constructed from an HTTP protocol grammar. Next, a field
extractor is constructed by compiling an extraction specification
with the base parser. Each system provides its own method
for melding a base parser with an extraction specification
to construct a field extractor. We used UltraPAC’s default
HTTP field extractor which extracts the following HTTP fields:
method, URI, headername, and headervalue. We modified
BinPAC’s default HTTP field extractor to extract these same
fields by adding extraction actions. FlowSifter’s base HTTP
parser was written from the HTTP protocol spec. We then
wrote an extraction specification to extract these same HTTP
fields.
For SOAP traffic, we can only test the two implementations
of FlowSifter. We again wrote a base SOAP parser using a
simplified SOAP protocol spec. We then made an extraction
specification to extract some specific SOAP fields and formed
the SOAP field extractor by compiling the extraction specification with the base SOAP parser. We attempted to develop field
extractors for BinPAC and UltraPAC, but they seem incapable
of easily parsing XML-style recursive structures. BinPAC assumes it can buffer enough flow data to be able to generate
a parse node at once. UltraPAC’s Parsing State Machine can’t

represent the recursive structure of the stack, so it would require
generating the counting approximation by hand.
2) Metrics: For any trace, there are two key metrics for
measuring a field extractor’s performance: parsing speed and
memory used. We use the term speedup to indicate the ratio of
FlowSifter’s parsing speed on a trace divided by another field
extractor’s parsing speed on the same trace. We use the term
memory compression to indicate the ratio of another parser’s
memory used on a trace divided by FlowSifter’s memory used
on the same trace. The average speedup or average memory
compression of FlowSifter for a set of traces is the average of
the speedups or memory compressions for each trace. Parser
Complexity is measured by comparing the definitions of the
base HTTP protocol parsers. We only compare the HTTP protocol parsers since we failed to construct SOAP field extractors
for either BinPAC or UltraPAC.
We measure parsing speed as the number of bits parsed divided by the time spent parsing. We use Linux process counters
to measure the user plus system time needed to parse a trace.
We record the memory used by a field extractor on a trace by
taking the difference between the memory used by the extractor
at the end of processing the trace and the memory used by the
extractor just before processing the trace. This is not the peak
memory across the trace. Instead, it is a somewhat random sample of memory usages for each trace. In particular, traces end
at arbitrary points typically with many active flows. BinPAC,
UltraPAC and compiled FlowSifter use manual memory management, so we get our memory used values via tcmalloc’s [30]
generic.current_allocated_bytes parameter. This allows
us to precisely identify the exact amount of memory allocated to
the extractor and not yet freed. Although this does not measure
stack usage, none of the implementations makes extensive
use of the stack. Simulated FlowSifter runs in a garbage collected environment that provides an equivalent measure of live
heap data.
B. Experimental Results
We show empirical CDFs for all three field extractors’ memory usage and extraction speed on each dataset. These show
FlowSifter’s memory use dominates both BinPAC and UltraPAC. There is slight overlap in parsing speed, but FlowSifter
clearly has better best case, worst case and average speed
than both BinPAC and UltraPAC. The efficiency curve nearly
matches the speed curve, with FlowSifter having infrequent
worst and best efficiency, and still showing much improvement
over BinPAC and UltraPAC.
1) Parsing Speed: As shown in Fig. 10, compiled FlowSifter
(siftc) is significantly faster than simulated FlowSifter (sift)
which is faster than both BinPAC (bpac) and UltraPAC (upac).
Each cluster of points has its convex hull shaded to make it
easier to separate the clusters while still showing the individual
data points. Across the range of traces, compiled FlowSifter’s
average speedup over BinPAC ranged from 11 (LL) to 21 (IU).
UltraPAC was able to parse faster than BinPAC, but compiled
FlowSifter still kept an average speedup of between 4 (LL) to
12 (IU). This means that on a real-life dataset, FlowSifter
was able to achieve an average performance of over 12 times
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Fig. 10. Comparison of parsers on different traces. (a) LL traces. (b) HM traces. (c) IU traces.

that of the previous best field extraction tool. Further speed
improvement is possible with ASIC implementation, which
could make one LPDFA transition per cycle at 1 GHz, resulting
in up to 80 Gbps performance on the IU traces with a single
engine.
Simulated FlowSifter’s LPDFA speed is 1.8 Gbps; compiled
FlowSifter’s LPDFA speed is 2.6 Gbps. These speeds were
measured by running a simple LPDFA on a simple input flow.
As shown in Fig. 10, the FlowSifter implementations can run
both faster and slower than their LPDFA speed. FlowSifter
can traverse flows faster by using the CA to perform selective
parsing. For example, for an HTTP flow, the CA can process the
ContentLength field into a number and skip the entire body
by ignoring that number of bytes from the input. BinPAC and
UltraPAC improve their performance similarly through their
&restofflow flag.
BinPAC and UltraPAC have much slower parsing speed.
This is because their per-flow state is much larger than that
of FlowSifter. The per-flow states of BinPAC and UltraPAC
are much larger than FLowSifter because their parsing strategy
requires much more of the flow to be buffered to ensure that an
entire “token” is consumed at once. FlowSifter is able to use
much more fine-grained tokens and can save/resume state even
in the middle of a token, allowing us to buffer much less. When
switching between many flows, the CPU cache will often have
a cache miss on the flow state, causing a much higher context
switch cost.
However, the CA introduces two factors that can lead to
slower parsing: evaluating expressions and context switching
from an LPDFA to a CA and then back to an LPDFA. Evaluating predicates and performing actions is more costly in
the simulated FlowSifter implementation than in the compiled
implementation. Context switches are also more costly for the
simulated implementation than the compiled implementation.
Further, the compiled implementation can eliminate some context switches by compiler optimizations. That is, it can inline
the code for a CA state into the decision for the LPDFA so that
one LPDFA can directly start the next one.
To test FlowSifter’s approximation performance, we made a
SOAP field extractor that extracts a single SOAP data field two
levels deep and then ran it on our 10 traces for each value of
n ranging from 0 to 16. The resulting average parsing speeds
with 95% confidence intervals for each value of n are shown

Fig. 11. Average parsing speed for SOAP-like flows versus recursion
depth n.

in Fig. 11. For both compiled and simulated implementations,
the parsing speed on this grammar is much less than on plain
HTTP. The major reason for this is that with HTTP, there are
no fields to extract from the body, so the body can be skipped.
With SOAP traces, we cannot exploit any skip.
As the recursion level increases, the number of CA transitions per DFA transition increases. This causes FlowSifter to
check and modify counters more often, slowing execution.
2) Memory Use: While the graphs in Fig. 10 show
FlowSifter using less memory than BinPAC and UltraPAC,
the different number of active flows in each capture make
direct comparison harder. Each point in Fig. 12 shows the total
memory used divided by the number of flows in progress when
the capture was made. This shows FlowSifter uses much less
memory per flow (and thus per trace) than either BinPAC or
UltraPAC. On average over our 45 LL traces, FlowSifter uses
16 times less memory per flow (or trace) than BinPAC and
8 times less memory per flow (or trace) than UltraPAC.
FlowSifter’s memory usage is consistently 344 bytes per
flow for simulated automaton and 112 bytes for compiled
automaton. This is due to its use of a fixed-size array of counters
to store almost all of the parsing state. BinPAC and UltraPAC
use much more memory averaging 5.5 KB and 2.7 KB per flow,
respectively. This is mainly due to their buffering requirements;
they must parse an entire record at once. For HTTP traffic, this
means an entire line must be buffered before they parse it. When
matching a regular expression against flow content, if there is
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With this solid theoretical underpinning, FlowSifter generates high-speed and stackless L7 field extractors. These field
extractors run faster than comparable state of the art parsers,
use much less memory, and allow more complex protocols to
be represented. The parsing specifications are even by some
measures simpler than previous works. There are further improvements to be made to make our field extractor even more
selective and efficient by further relaxing the original grammar.

A PPENDIX
HTTP P ROTOCOL G RAMMAR
Fig. 12. Memory per flow on LL traces.

Fig. 13. Complexity of base protocol parsers.

not enough flow to finish, they buffer additional content before
trying to match again.
3) Parser Definition Complexity: The final point of comparison is possibly less scientific than the others, but is relevant for practical use of parser generators. The complexity of
writing a base protocol parser for each of these systems can
be approximated by the size of the parser file. We exclude
comments and blank lines for this comparison, but even doing
this, the results should be taken as a very rough estimate of
complexity. Fig. 13 shows the DNS and HTTP parser size for
BinPAC and FlowSifter and HTTP parser size for UltraPAC.
UltraPAC has not released a DNS parser. The FlowSifter parsers
are the smallest of all three, with FlowSifter’s DNS parser being
especially small. This indicates that CCFG grammars are a
good match for application protocol parsing.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we performed a rigorous study of the online L7
field extraction problem. We propose FlowSifter, the first systematic framework that generates optimized L7 field extractors.
Besides the importance of the subject itself and its potential
transformative impact on networking and security services, the
significance of this work lies in the theoretical foundation that
we lay for future work on this subject, which is based on wellestablished automata theory.

HTTP -> HTTP_START [bodychunked := 0;
bodylength := 0]
HEADERS CRLF BODY HTTP;
HTTP -> ;
CRLF -> /\r?\n/;
SP -> /\x20/;
LWS -> /(\r?\n)?[ \t]+/;
CHAR -> /[\x00-\x7f]/; #ascii 0-127
NONWS -> /[^\x00-\x1f\x7f ]+/;
# excludes cr, lf, tab, space
TEXT -> /[^\x00-\x1f\x7f]+/; # excludes
cr, lf, tab
QDTEXT -> /[^\x00-\x1f\x7f"]+/;
# excludes cr, lf, tab, quote
TOKEN ->/[^\x00-\x1f()<>@,;:\\"\/[]?={}]
+/; # excludes CTLs and separators
URL -> NONWS;
#Response
HTTP_START -> VERSION SP STATUS TAILOP
CRLF;
#Request
HTTP_START 10 -> TOKEN SP URL SP VERSION
CRLF [httprequest := 1];
#Response part
TAILOP -> SP TEXT;
TAILOP -> ;
# capture the HTTP version string
VERSION-> /HTTP\/1\.0/ [httpversion := 0];
VERSION-> /HTTP\/1\.1/ [httpversion := 1];
VERSION 10 -> /HTTP\/[0-9]+\.[0-9]+/;
# Status code
STATUS -> /\d\d\d/;
#Header Field overall structure
(including final CRLF)
HEADERS -> HEADER CRLF HEADERS;
HEADERS -> ;
#Each individual header - special
attention to content length &
transfer encoding as they determine
body format
HEADER -> /(?i:Content-Length):\s∗/
[bodylength := getnum()];
HEADER -> /(?i:Transfer-Encoding:
\s∗chunked)/ [bodychunked := 1];
HEADER 10 -> TOKEN /:/ VALUE;
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VALUE -> TEXT VALUE;
VALUE -> LWS VALUE;
VALUE -> ;
#body types
## Content length known
BODY [bodylength > 0] -> // [bodylength
:= skip(bodylength)];
BODY [bodylength == 0] -> BODY_NO_LEN;
## Chunked body
BODY_NO_LEN [bodychunked == 1] ->
CHUNK_BODY;
BODY_NO_LEN [bodychunked == 0] ->
BODY_VERSION;
## HTTP/1.0: skip rest of flow
BODY_VERSION [httpversion == 0] -> //
[bodylength := drop_tail()];
## HTTP/1.1, assume bodylength = 0, eat
any nulls used as keepalive
BODY_VERSION [httpversion == 1] ->
/\x00∗/ ;
#BODY_VERSION [httpversion == 1;
httprequest == 0] -> // [bodylength
:= drop_tail()] ;
BODY_XML -> CRLF [bodyend := bodyend +
pos()] XML;
CHUNK_BODY -> // [chunksize :=
gethex()] CHUNK_EXTENSION CRLF
[chunksize := skip(chunksize)] CRLF
CHUNK_BODY;
CHUNK_BODY 99 -> /0/ CRLF HEADERS CRLF;
CHUNK_BODY 99 -> /0;/ TEXT CRLF HEADERS
CRLF;
CHUNK_EXTENSION -> /;/ TEXT;
CHUNK_EXTENSION -> ;
XML -> XVER XENV [bodyend :=
skip_to(bodyend)];
XVER -> /->\?xml\ version="1\.0"\?>\s∗/ ;
XENV -> /<soap:Envelope\
xmlns:soap="http:\/\/www\.w3\.org\
/2003\/05\/soap-envelope">/ XHDR XBDY
/<\/soap:Envelope>/ ;
XHDR -> /\s∗<soap:Header>\s∗<\/soap:
Header>\s∗/ ;
XBDY -> /\s∗<soap:Body>\s∗/ ARRAY
/\s∗<\/soap:Body>\s∗/;
ARRAY -> /<array>/ ARRAY /<\/array>/
ARRAY ;
ARRAY -> ;
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